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LSH On Hold Procedure - revised 01/30/2015
To Put Your LSH on hold:
Submit a request to the PSM faculty stating the reason for the hold and the amount of time
requested for the hold. The PSM Faculty will review your request for approval. Please
allow one month for the review process.
While on hold:
Your PSMA and TSFH membership can lapse (although you are encouraged to keep your
membership and status active).
You don't need to accrue CEU's during the hold time (although it is highly encouraged to
keep your PSM alive by attending any CEU offerings if possible)
While on hold it is requested that you do not treat clients with PSM. If you decide to treat
clients you need to come off of your hold status and go to Active status. Treating clients
while on hold status will jeopardize your standing with the TSFH and PSMA.
Reinstatement to active status LSH requirements:
Please notify the PSM Seminary of your intent to reinstate your LSH active status as soon as
possible. Update your membership with the PSMA and your active status membership with
the TSFH. Once you have reactivated your active status you will receive a letter from the
PSM Seminary with the dates of your next 2 year renewal. Upon your renewal date you will
need to acquire 40 CEU's and maintain your active status and good standing with the PSMA
and TSFH.
After Hold Period Lapses and No Reinstatement Initiated
Please request continuation of the hold from the PSM Seminary Faculty if your hold period
lapses and you require more time on hold. If your request for a continuation of your hold is
denied you will be required to return your LSH certificate to the TSFH. To reinstate your
LSH in the future you will need to get re-certified via a credentialing appointment with
Eliot Cowan or Alison Gayek.

